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By James Floyd Kelly

DK Publishing (Dorling Kindersley), United States, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language:
English. Brand new Book. Discover the history of computers and coding, from Ada Lovelace's initial
idea of computer programming to today's coding languages like Scratch, Python, Javascript, and
more, in this Level 2 nonfiction reader featuring photographs, diagrams, fun facts, and strong visual
clues.What exactly is a computer? How do they work? What is a code? What are the different coding
languages and how are the used today? The Story of Coding, written by GeekDad's James Floyd
Kelly, will explore it all, while also building reading skills and teaching exciting vocabulary.Perfect
for 5-7 year olds beginning to read fluently with support, Level 2 titles contain carefully selected
photographic images to complement the text, providing strong visual clues to build vocabulary and
confidence. Additional information spreads are full of extra fun facts, developing the topics through
a range of nonfiction presentation styles such as diagrams and activities.Series Overview: Trusted
by parents, teachers, and librarians, and loved by kids, DK's leveled reading series is now revised
and updated. With shiny new jackets and brand-new nonfiction narrative content on the topics kids
love, each book is written and reviewed by literacy experts...
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ReviewsReviews

This pdf is really gripping and intriguing. It typically is not going to charge excessive. Its been printed in an exceptionally easy way and it is simply right
after i finished reading this ebook where basically altered me, modify the way i believe.
-- Dr. Damian Kuhn V-- Dr. Damian Kuhn V

It in a of the best book. We have study and i also am confident that i will gonna study once more once more in the foreseeable future. I discovered this pdf
from my i and dad recommended this book to understand.
-- Kallie Simonis-- Kallie Simonis
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